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My old man used to say, with a sigh,
around April of the year, “Every good
carpenter knows summer is almost
over.” As he grew older in decades and
in wisdom, his day of pining would slip
further back toward the beginning of
the year. Sitting here on my side porch,
listening to apples fall to the ground in

the orchard next door, I’m not sure how far back into the
preceding year he regressed before he passed away. I am
sure, had he time enough, the carpenter’s lament would
have approached the Big Bang.
So it’s September, the Autumn, the Fall (bababadal-

gharaghtakamminarronnkonnbronntonnerronntuonnthun-
ntrovarrhounawnskawntoohoohoordenenthurnuk! as
James Joyous would have it in Finn Again) and what I
don’t understand, as the son of an irrational carpenter, is
why this is not the beginning of the year. What cleric or
emperor thought it was a good idea to begin the year in
January? We don’t start anything in January, except some
miserable weather. Hell, we even end the football season
and wonder how Detroit or Green Bay or Chicago ever got
picked as a Superbowl town. Only humans of the polar
bear class think to take a dip in the Allegheny.
Do I dare, as President of Parsec, declare September as

the beginning our science fiction and fantasy year? You
don’t have to go along with my fantasy (or my time
warped science fiction judgement), but I will act as if I
have that authority.
I welcome you all to the new year of Parsec!
I urge you (I know you have been thinking about it) ei-

ther to renew your membership or become a new member.
I think the first four months or our new year are just going
to be socco, if not boffo. Sure the meetings are free to the
public and welcome they are, but you are not the public,
you are a science fiction fan. Please join us in the garish
covered magazine/book reading, movies of silly substance
watching, games of serious intent playing, music filking
funky singing, funny paneled comic book gazing idyll we
love, revere and live.
On September 12, I will be presenting what is the first

in the History of Science Fiction talks. It has been both
trying and a blast to read the literature, prepare the graph-

President’s Capsule

by Joe Coluccio

ics and beat my way around a rational order of SF and its
forbears.
Come October 3, (NOTE: the first Saturday of the

month, because the library had a greater use for the room
on the second) there will be a discussion of a topic that is
on the cutting edge of SF, Science and Philosophy by
Thomas Sweterlitsch, Josh Raulerson and Lawrence C.
Connolly. If all goes as planned, this session will be
recorded in both audio and video.
November and December are both lined up but have not

been 100% confirmed, yet.
Summer is for vacations. A fitting end to the year. I’m

sure my father would have better rested in September, my
new beginning of the year. Who am I kidding, he lived to
complain.
I look forward to meeting you all this year in Parsec!

This could be
your last printed Sigma!

The mailing list is at 200 addresses, which is the
minimum number for bulk mail rates. If the number
drops below 200, the cost of mailing each Sigma
goes up two to three times. Should that happen,
we will cut the mailing list severely to bring the
costs back down to about what we are spending
now. So, if you want to keep receiving a printed
Sigma in the mail, please contact me (Greg Arm-
strong, who prints and mails it each month) in one
of three ways:

–Send an e-mail to me:
roboman@andrew.cmu.edu

–Phone the Parsec number:
412-344-0456

–Send mail to the Parsec PO box:
Parsec, PO Box 3681, Pittsburgh PA 
15230

You should tell me your name, and your ad-
dress, and that you want to keep receiving paper
Sigmas.

If you want only e-mailed Sigmas in PDF format,
e-mail the editor, David Brody, at Sigma@parsec-
sff.org and tell him so. He will forward that to me
and I will take you off the mailing list.

Thanks, from Greg Armstrong



My presentation used a sampling of my book collec-
tion, dragged to the library in a Samsonite suitcase, to
show ways we may tend to categorize books apart from
A to Z by author.  Frankly, Joe’s “Let’s define SF” meet-
ing posed a crisis of identity for me, as I’m no longer sure
I’m quite exactly an “SF fan” anymore.  There was a time
when media made that easy.  Deep Space 9, Babylon 5,
TNT’s live-action Witchblade, even the Rambaldi sub-
plots on Alias – those were enough to keep me feeling
fannish.  Today, nothing does that for me, and I’m not out
buying the latest “by so-and-so” or “in that series” or even
“in that subgenre.”  I think of my books, and the standards
of libraries, bookstores, and fandom don’t seem to apply
very much.  So, what does?
I laid out on my table (a third one I had called in) 23

bundles of books.  Right now it hits me that it could have-
been at least 25.  I see I have Agenda 21, a dystopia writ-
ten by Harriet Parke, a nurse who lives in the borough of
Apollo up in Armstrong County, but what is perhaps most
interesting is that Parke agreed to have Glenn Beck put
his name on it to boost its sales.  I can’t consider it straight
SF and would have to call it “propaganda,” particularly
for Beck’s lengthy afterword.  Such a purchase has less
to do with pleasure than with the whole “Keep your ene-
mies closer” principle from The Godfather.  Another cat-
egory could have been “duplicates.”  Childhood’s Endwill
be on TV later this year, and I will not lack for copies of
it.
The first category was a throwaway, to begin to try to

illustrate our strange twisted social relations to certain
books.  I began with a “gift book,” that perfectly fine book
given to you as a gift of love – yet you may never be able
to bring yourself to actually read it.  It looks very stately
there on the shelf, but will you ever tackle it?  Hard to say.
As I wanted to get non-textual stuff out of the way, next
was “audiovisual reference,” for which I had John Stan-
ley’s Creature Features guide and Movie Outlaw, though
I had hoped to dig up a “Psychotronic” movie guide as
well.  (I understand Movie Outlaw 2 has just come out.)
Such guides are not only fun in their own right, but at my
advanced age I find them useful in talking me out of re-
living bad old flicks via Youtube. Next came “graphic
novel,” for which I only had Global Frequency, which I
snapped up for its rare and underused premise: that any-
where on Earth, seemingly ordinary people could be sum-
moned to snap into action to save the day, people not even
possessing “super powers” but simply special skills.
(Truth to tell, this category could also have included my
huge volume of Buck Rogers cartoons – but did I really
want to lug that?  And sorry but, apart from Erin Gray,

Jonathan Auxier is a highly successful YA writer
whose Night Gardener has just been optioned by Disney.
I mention this because I think he had been penciled in a
long time ago as our August speaker.  Next thing I knew,
at his “Let’s define SF” talk President Joe mentioned that
August needed a new speaker, and that particular meeting
had already stirred and jarred my imagination enough to
blurt out “Beyond A to Z: How Do You Disorganize Your
Speculative Fiction Library?”  Joe instantly greenlit that.
Exit Auxier.  Enter Hall.  Oh, sure, no pressure.
Our meetings have been going strong lately, cresting

between twenty and thirty, but this one was sparse.  (I get
it, I’m not Auxier.)  Barb Carlson was the only one there
at 1 PM, and when Kevin Hayes showed up at 2 PM to
run the thing in Joe’s absence it was myself, Barb, Chris
Ferrier, Barton Paul Levenson with his mother, Heidi
Pilewski, commentator Francis Graham, and a couple of
newcomers.  We did not have Joe’s great sound system,
and evidently my voice carries like a lead balloon – so I
brought my VoiceBooster, which needed some tweaking
but seemed to work.  (I still miss Mr. Microphone.)
The meeting began to start rather unofficially in

Kevin’s absence with Barb giving reports.  She had every
Parsec publication on display on their own table, going
back to Triangulation 2003 as well as Six by Parsec and
Parallax Second Stories.  (Evidently we could really stand
to sell issues of 2003.  Meanwhile, Triangulation: Steel
Cities is on its way after a special effort to reach a proper
translation of a story submitted in French.)  This year’s
Triangulation: Lost Voices is now in its second printing,
trying to meet a great demand probably triggered by ag-
gressive advertising by Barb as well as editor Jamie
Lackey.  As for Confluence turnout, last year’s came to
206, and this year saw – 206.  However, this year also saw
more pre-registration and more full weekend member-
ships.  (Plus, these stats don’t account for guests, speakers,
and filkers.)
There was very little business.  Barton’s novel Dark

Gods of Alter Telluria is forthcoming in a couple of
months from Barking Rain Press.  For want of an actual
reel of tickets, we conducted the raffle as a kind of secret
ballot, with Chris winning but forfeiting to a newcomer,
who picked up the 23rd edition of Best SF.  Parsec T-shirts
were available, along with two DVD’s of Dune: The Soft
Rock Musical. Barton’s mother wondered why water
couldn’t be piped to California.  Before speaking, I noted
that I was not thrilled with the picture of me used in the
previous Sigma, and offered – and continue to offer – a
photograph of me as a child in corduroy suspenders bear-
ing an eerie resemblance to Ready Kilowatt.
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was  “local short literature”: Mary Soon Lee’s Winter
Shadows and Ebb Tides anthologies and the William Tenn
anthology The Wooden Star.
Perhaps it was an association with “youth” that got to

my next peculiar category: “references: 1963, 1969.”  1963
was when SF writer Clifford D. Simak wrote Trilobite, Di-
nosaur and Man, for years my go-to text on natural history,
fascinating me with giant dragonflies.  1969 brought me
The Pocket Encyclopedia of Spaceflight in Color: Fron-
tiers of Space.  This was long after anything by Willy Ley
or Chesley Bonestell, complete with a painting of a giant
cobbled-together atomic rocket permitting McDonnell
Douglas to conquer Mars.  (Anyone remember McDonnell
Douglas?)  I submit that such references are key to enhanc-
ing the SF experience. Not represented was the Times Atlas
of the World, a volume so huge that when I was still little
(no doubt still wearing those blasted corduroy suspenders)
it was for me not simply a book but my own Black Mono-
lith, a doorway, a window by which I could pretend I was
gazing down at the Earth as if from my very own Space
Shuttle.  This theme of “youth” finally got applied to gen-
uine SF: Norton Juster’s Phantom Tollbooth (and his im-
mortal quickie The Dot and the Line), Flatland, the
Spaceship Under the Apple Tree books, A Wrinkle in Time,
Heinlein juveniles from Starman Jones to Have Space
Suit,Will Travel.”  Gordon Dickson, perhaps best known
these days for creating the Dorsai, contributed to my youth
Secret Under Antarctica and Space Winners, both of which
feature embarrassingly poor writing, yet strong enough
concepts to make up for that.  1963's Antarctica is bizarrely
prescient in its ecological musings, and 1965's Space Win-
ners posed Earth kids visiting the planet Quebahr with its
three distinct intelligent races and concluding that they
could cooperate and build starships. Dare I suspect that
Dickson was offering a metaphor for Earth itself?  Or did
he too believe too much, rather like the opening credits to
Enterprise, that NASA would do everything?  Weirdly
rounding out this section is a Carnegie Medal winner, The
Owl Service.  Alan Garner often struck me as a bit of a
hack, with British kids wandering down convenient fan-
tasy dimensions – The Moon of Gomrath, that sort of thing
– but somehow Garner roused himself to tell this oddly
pre-sexual love triangle between two boys and a girl, one
boy being Welsh and lower-class, the girl and other boy
being English and a bit posh.  It wields a wonderful subtle
sense of magic and fate, asks if cycles of human drama as
old as myth can ever truly be broken, and has a breathtak-
ing ending.
I moved on to “raw source.”  I consider W. Olaf Sta-

pledon’s Star Maker and Last and First Men to be source
material, being respectively a history of the universe and
a history of future humanity, packed with concepts and
tropes repeated endlessly throughout SF.  (“Men,” pub-

I’ve no use for that TV show.)
Things started getting serious with “obligatory -

school.”  Is there anything more nerdish than actually ap-
preciating and liking a book that has been assigned?  I
think 1984 poses a special problem – I asked if anyone had
turned on to it after they were a teenager, and only Kevin
raised his hand.  Dry, grim, not at all what one would think
of as YA, I think many of us “young adults” snapped it up
anyway.  College turned me on to Marge Piercy’s Woman
on the Edge of Time, about a mental patient who finds her-
self at the juncture between two entirely different futures,
and the “Ficciones” of Jorge Luis Borges.  Borges, with
his insistently scholarly treatments of intriguing yet whim-
sical ideas, was a revelation for me; strangely enough, our
William Tenn seemed intent upon distancing himself from
Borges.  Next came “obligatory – trends,” or “placehold-
ers.”  Basically, I respect and admire Tolkien and Rowling
– yet I own only one small volume by each of them.  I ac-
knowledge them, and yet do not go on to collect them.
Next came “hot.”  Sometimes a book becomes a hot

property, a must-read.  Round about 1993 (and its English
translation), that was Peter Hoeg’s Smilla’s Sense of Snow.
Weirdly enough, this mystery turns out to be science fic-
tion.  We begin with a woman taking it upon herself to
doggedly investigate the death of a little boy, but what she
ultimately uncovers is a meteorite which may hold the se-
cret of life – but which may still be far more deadly than
it’s worth.  For this year, I’d say “hot” is Andy Weir’s The
Martian, to be read in time for the movie.
Particularly sentimental is “friends.”  Heinlein’s Space

Cadet” doesn’t mean much to me – but noticing someone
reading it in elementary school started a lasting friendship.
I’ve not much use for Volume IV of L. Ron Hubbard’s
Writers of the Future – except that it features a story by
former Worldwright Flonet Biltgen, who died too early
and who I miss the hell out of.
For “local successes” I had a Skyway and a Castle Per-

ilous book by John DeChancie, books quite hot around
here back in the 1990s, and a Chris Kuzneski adventure.
After a twenty year hiatus John has recently returned to
the Castle with The Pirates of Perilous, and I consider
Kuzneski’s plots wild enough to be borderline SF.  “Local
autographs” – shameless, isn’t that? – yields not only Bar-
ton and Eric Davin, but also Thomas Sweterlitsch and for-
mer Worldwright Paul Melko.  Such autographs can get to
be fun.  Sweterlitsch wrote “I think you were killed in the
blast!  Sorry.”  Hmmm.  For his The Walls of the Universe,
Paul Melko signed “Greetings from Universe #1315!”
Um, okay.  There were also “celebrity autographs”:
Leonard Nimoy for I Am Not Spock, Joe Haldeman for
Mindbridge (and I may want to check Lawrence C. Con-
nolly’s account of how we all met, because Haldeman
clearly dated the autograph “26 Feb 78").  Finally there
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The next I had to call something, so I went with “em-
barrassments,” but this is hardly “guilty pleasures,” of
which I have far too many to keep in one category anyway.
(In fact, it might be easier to list my innocent pleasures.)
For this I had two books by Ben Bova.  Listen, Bova is a
great editor, and a perfectly solid perfunctory writer, but I
don’t go to the man for style or characterization.  He’s an
ideas man.  You want an international peacekeeping force?
Bam, Peacekeepers.  A cyanobacterium that isolates hy-
drogen for fuel?  Bam, The Green Trap.  A classic Gerard
K. O’Neill solar power satellite?  Bam, Powersat.  Life in
the upper Venusian atmosphere?  Bam, Venus.”  You want
to go somewhere, Bova gets you there.
(Bova threatened to become sentimental when he wrote

Millennium, his supreme tribute to astronaut Chet Kins-
man, but I don’t think he has ever made that mistake
since.)

Next was “literary jokes,” such as Fred Saberhagen’s
The Dracula Tape, basically witty literary criticism of
Bram Stoker, calling Van Helsing a dangerous quack.
Then came Norman Spinrad’s The Iron Dream.  In an al-
ternate universe, a young Adolf Hitler comes to America.
After finding success as an illustrator for science fiction
magazines, he tries his hand at writing a novel, and the re-
sult, The Iron Dream, an adventure packed with imagery
eerily reminiscent of the Third Reich, goes on to win the
Hugo.  This is my kind of humor, even if it is humor that
is hardly to everyone’s taste.  (Let’s see, “Dream” was
published in 1972, and the Mel Brooks movie “The Pro-
ducers” was already out in 1967 ... hey, wait a minute!)
Next came “oddities.”  Are they SF or not?  I began

with Paul E. Erdman’s The Crash of ‘79, a “hot” book
from 1976 now dismissed because it posed the Shah of
Iran as a villain, when in fact he quickly fell ill and became
exiled.  So much for “Crash,” right?  Except that this 1976
book is concerned with Iran getting hold of an atomic
bomb.  Sound familiar?  My other “oddity” was Theodore
Roszak’s Flicker, the thesis of which is that the seductive
power of audiovisual technology represents an ingenious
centuries-old conspiracy to destroy the world.  Yet Roszak
is clearly himself a lover of movies, like myself, and seems
to be asking himself, as I have, if something so absorbing
might well be perfectly evil.  Flicker is saddled with a pas-
sive and somewhat underhanded protagonist, but is also an
excellent excuse to revisit recent history through the eyes
of its bizarre conspiracy.  SF has been summed up as the
social impact of inventions, and Flicker is precisely that -
even if it’s all more retrospective than prophetic.
There’s a story behind “microsubgenre.”  To buy their

narratives on their own terms, both Count Dracula and
Sherlock Holmes once crisscrossed space-time coordi-
nates.  What if they had actually met?  Not content with
just his “Tape,” Fred Saberhagen gave us The Holmes-

lished in 1931, predicts a First World State with an Amer-
ican President and a Chinese Vice-President – not too
shabby, I think.)  Somewhere I must still have lying
around a Visual Encyclopedia of Science Fiction edited by
Brian Ash which is a bit superficial – it’s not John Clute –
but still worth browsing its table of contents.  For “raw
source” in a more specific sense I had an unedited version
of Stranger in a Strange Land, which I think mainly
proves that Heinlein desperately needed an editor.  How-
ever, I think it also proves that Heinlein had a rather whim-
sical approach to the whole project.  (Also, Ann Cecil long
nursed a suspicion that Heinlein had been kicking it
around many years before publishing it in 1960, and that
has been proven to be the case.)  I also included Ian Flem-
ing’s Moonraker, which is a revelation for anyone, like
myself, who had only the silly movie to go by – essen-
tially, Great Britain is being given its own ICBM system,
but only as a ruse to rain down the ultimate London blitz.
This was as close to “Fourth Reich thriller” as Fleming
ever got, and it features Bond being aided by a woman
named Gala Brand, who is unique in assisting Bond with-
out ever bedding him.  I then branched out to “raw source
– other media.”  The Outer Limits Companion remains the
go-to reference for that old show which was even more
crucial to my SF TV experience than Star Trek.  It gets un-
fairly summed up as “that show with the monsters,” when
in fact some episodes had to go without any monsters, and
in any event the “monster” was very often the nicest char-
acter.  I then concluded with the BBC radio scripts which
spawned the whole Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy fran-
chise.
I finally started petering out when I got to

“readarounds.”  One is not SF at all.  It’s James Clavell’s
Noble House, a voluminously panoramic look at a fiction-
alized Hong Kong of October 1963, packed with crimes
and betrayals and spies and secret deals and served with
lots of atmosphere.  Another, marginally SF, was Fou-
cault’s Pendulum.  Umberto Eco became as “hot” as
“Smilla’s” with The Name of the Rose, but it is “Pendu-
lum” I keep, a quest for something called “telluric energy”
which is at first an idle game for jaded editors who have
seen every conspiracy theory there is – but then begin to
take their own baloney too seriously.  These are books
which I gave the good old linear once-through but which
now entertain me quite randomly, I can pick them up any-
old-where and settle right in.  I call the “readaround” my
tribute to Dune, which for me earned “readaround” status
ages ago.  From the gom jabbar test to the banquet scene
to Liet-Kynes dying while he hallucinates that his father
is lecturing him, all the way to Paul rebuking Gurney with
“But he has human form, and deserves human doubt” –
Dune is so packed with touchstones that even its appen-
dices are great books.
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Dracula File.  However, one Loren D. Estleman also
wrote Sherlock Holmes vs. Dracula, or the Adventure of
the Sanguinary Count.  These two books, I argue, repre-
sent as tightly defined a subgenre as one can ask for.
The final “real” category was “research.”  I’m dedicat-

ing myself to “cli-fi,” or SF devoted to current climate
change, and as one example I offered a near-future polit-
ical thriller, Ultimatum by Matthew Glass.  (Its plot in
sum: China is a jerk.)  This category also represents my
need to scrutinize a variety of authors, ranging from Paolo
Bacigalupi to John Brunner.
My “token” category was distinct from “placeholders”

in that it was Lovecraftian while having nothing to do with
Lovecraft himself.  In 1977, Avon Books took it upon it-
self to try to compile and then put out no less than the ac-
tual Necronomicon, complete with Testimony from the
Mad Arab.  I flipped through the tome and, reasoning
“What could possibly happen?”, I read from a couple of
its spells.  A frequent line is “And the dead will rise and
smell the incense!”  I think that would look great on a cof-
fee mug.
Finally, I came to “forewords.”  T.A. Heppenheimer’s

Colonies in Space is a worthy reference work in its own
right, but it comes with a specially written foreword by
Ray Bradbury, and I happen to think that some of Brad-
bury’s forewords were among his best work.  So I got to
wrap up by reading Bradbury.
While all of this permitted me to talk about interesting

books for over an hour, my key regret was that there was
almost no discussion, least of all about what people do
with their own books, when here I had started this hoping
to conduct a kind of survey.  One nice offshoot of the
meeting, however, was that somehow we got to discussing
Harper Lee’s Go Set a Watchman.  When that came up, I
offered the view that in both books, for all the importance
of Atticus, it is really Jean Louise “Scout” Finch who is
the crucial character, and in both books it is clear that she
is interested in civil rights even if her home town really
isn’t.  I also said that I could easily imagine a lawyer har-
boring racist views while at precisely the same time doing
his utmost to defend his client.  With deference added to
Scout’s views as a little girl as opposed to a grown
woman, this seems to have become the consensus ac-
counting of “Watchman,” but Heidi noted that no less than
“our” Ursula K. LeGuin, with her married name LeGuin
itself tied to the South, had her own essay to offer on the
subject – and I recommend that to one and all.  Reading
LeGuin, I imagine Harper Lee as a kind of delicate instru-
ment, a living Stradivarius, who comes to New York al-
ready trying to square her undying love of family with her
rightful resentment of their prejudices.  There she meets
an editor who tries to “square” her in a different way.
While appreciating that she is struggling to tell the tale

that will become “Watchman,” he convinces her that her
work will come across both stronger and more easily if
she were to focus exclusively on the material which will
become To Kill a Mockingbird.  What is more, the editor’s
instincts and business acumen turn out to be entirely cor-
rect, as “Mockingbird” becomes both a critical and popu-
lar success, as “hot” as you can ask for – while Lee, whose
head was full of books to write, gives up writing alto-
gether.  I can imagine her thinking:  “There is so much
more to this story that I need to tell you, but I’m scared
that you may stop loving me so much if I even try.”  She
became caught up in the politics of not one but two fami-
lies, the family back home as well as her new family of
friends in a greater world.  We wish to believe that each
acclaimed book is a perfect jewel in its own right, when
in fact “Mockingbird” and “Watchman” may have simply
been two facets of some larger jewel we may never get to
see and appreciate.  The dilemma for authors goes on: to
be “true to one’s self” and embrace obscurity, or to win
acclaim and thereby embrace a fiction which is itself based
on a fiction?  Lee was miraculous enough for growing up
as she did while rejecting racism, miraculous all the more
for her talent, but in writing, the biggest miracle is the
readership which forgives the disappointment of expecta-
tions.       
Which leads me, however awkwardly, back to my proj-

ect.  I don’t feel much like a “fan.”  I do try.  I buy an Iain
M. Banks, I buy a Paolo Bacigalupi, I buy a few Kim Stan-
ley Robinsons – and if only because they may count as
cli-fi, I may get myself through the Robinsons.  No, I feel
far more like a student of SF, although my books reflect a
rather lunging haphazard syllabus.  Critics forever claim
that some book or other disappointed their expectations.
Well, boo hoo.  Did it try anything?  Did it get anywhere?
I can completely understand Harper Lee’s editor, but
Harper Lee herself is not so odd to me.  Getting the story
right is a struggle for all of us.  I mean, for crying out loud
– four Gospels.  Four!
Heidi did speak up at the end, saying that she was in-

terested in SF that took on religion.  This led a confession
of disappointment with Neil Gaiman’s American Gods,
how it seemed to say that all the old gods are in danger of
getting exchanged in America for a love of money.  That’s
the first thing I’ve ever heard to finally make me intrigued
enough to pick up the book.  I don’t doubt that America
may now be ruled by a love of money, but I have to won-
der if it was always thus.  When I think of America, I think
of a place where people once believed that they could cre-
ate something truly new under the sun.  Certainly, right
now that may be nothing but Mammon.  But what else
could it have been?  What might it have been?  That to me
constitutes a far more intriguing subject.  Anyhow, these
minutes have gone on long enough and I need to go, since

Continued on Page 85



What Greg Read
by Greg Armstrong

Visions by Kelly Armstrong
– Paranormal romance, detective. The second of Armstrong's Cainsville series. By now, we know something is up in the

Chicago suburb of Cainsville. It is populated with people of Welsh decent, some with magical talents. Olivia is still inves-
tigating 20 year-old murders of which her birth parents were convicted. Meanwhile, groups of fae seem to be maneuvering
to get Olivia on their side. Though we don't know what the sides are, I will read the next book, just to find that out.

Prudence by Gail Carriger
– Steampunk, paranormal, romance. The first of The Custard Protocol, Carriger introduces us to Prudence, daughter of a

soulless (who can temporarily remove the immortality of the supernaturals with a touch) and a werewolf, and a vampire (by
adoption, of sorts). All that was explained in the previous 5-book series, The Parasol Protectorate. But here we see that Pru-
dence actually steals the immortality of werewolves and vampires temporarily; she can take the form of a werewolf by touch-
ing one, which tends to be very hard on her bloomers. She is sent by her adoptive father (the vampire) from London to India
to negotiate a deal for tea. Things go askew when a lion attempts to steal her parasol. These are silly books, and enjoyable
quick reads.

The Gods of Guilt by Michael Connelly
– Detective, trial fiction. This is a Lincoln Lawyer book, with the main character being Micky Haller, half brother of

Harry Bosch whom I've mentioned before. Micky is a defense lawyer and is defending a pimp accused of killing the girls
who worked for him. This girl was a client of Micky's from years past, and Micky thought she'd gotten out of the business.
At first Micky is worried about conflict of interest, but soon comes to believe his client is actually innocent. He begins work-
ing to not only prove that, but to find the actual killer.

The Highest Frontier by Joan Slonczewski
– SF, dystopia. The Earth is falling apart: the oceans are rising. America's bread basket is turning to desert. Nations are

fighting to control farmland in Antarctica. Alien life-forms brought in on a meteorite are spreading all over the world. So
what does a young girl just out of high school do? Go off to college on a space station. This book was difficult for me to
stick with, as it was mostly "day in the life" stuff about our heroine. I did stick with it through to the end, and the end was
satisfying.

A Door Into Ocean by Joan Slonczewski
– SF. The first of the Elysium Cycle. I read Brain Plague first, and it is the 5th book of this series. This one is first and

the second, Daughter of Elysium, are definitely a pair, but I’ve been told the others all can stand alone. This was an interesting
tale set in the future. Two human colonies are on moons orbiting a gas giant. After interstellar war destroyed many human
colonies,  these colonies had been out of contact with each other for a long time. One moon is an Earth-like world, and the
sister colony is an ocean moon, humans live on rafts of living plants. 

The Burning Room by Michael Connelly
– Detective  Harry Bosch Has a new partner, and another cold case. He is investigating the shooting from 10 years ago,

but the victim has only just died. It is ruled a homicide by the coroner. What looked like a random act of gang violence 10
years ago is now starting to look like a professional hit with a political twist. I am now disappointed, as I've read all the
available Harry Bosch books and have to wait for Michael Connelly to write more.

Star Carrier Book 6: Deep Time by Ian Douglas
-- Military SF. This continuation of the series starts with the US Marines bringing the end to a coup by a European Union

general. Just after the battle, an alien ship of unknown origin lifts off from India and starts heading out of the Solar System.
Eventually, it is captured, but only after it uses a new time-manipulating weapon. In order to counter the new threat these
aliens represent, President Koenig sends a task force, lead by the carrier America, into the far future and out between galaxies. 

The End of All Things by John Scalzi
-- SF The 6th book of the Old Man's War series. The Colonial Union is fighting to survive after Earth is no longer a

source for colonists and soldiers. Many alien races hate all humans. Many human colonies want to break from the Union.
What is a humble lieutenant of the Colonial Defense Force to do?

The Adventures of Babbage and Lovelace by Sidney Padua
-- Comic, steampunk, historical. The comics are fun. The historical notes that come with the comics are even more fun.

If you like steam punk, and real history, this is a must-read. 
Darwinia by Robert Charles Wilson
-- SF, post-victorian In 1912, Europe disappeared. In its place is a land which has the same geography, but the plant and
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animal life is completely different. The story really picks up about 10 years after the event, when the Smithsonian is mounting
an expedition to explore the interior of this "new world." As the exploration progresses, the reader learns that this isn't the
Earth we know, it is a recording from the far future, when the universe is dying and the recording, it is hoped, will survive
to the birth of the next. Sections of the recording are being corrupted by some entities that want to be the only to live in that
next universe. To counter the corruption, the archivists can only recruit those that were alive at the time of the change, but
*would have died* before the time they were recruited had the change not occurred. Thus, most of those recruited would
have died in World War One. An interesting read, if an odd premise.

Parsec Officers’ Current Operational Duties
(Thanks, Bill)

The PRESIDENT shall:
1) Recruit guest speakers or ensure activities for monthly meetings not already planned.
Currently the planned meetings are:

February: artist show and tell (the organization of which can be delegated)
March: Confluence panel topics generation (chaired by a ConCom member).
August: annual picnic
October: annual members’ book sale (an activity may also be scheduled)
December: annual Christmas party

If not re-elected, recruit a speaker or assign an activity for the January meeting after his or her own term of office has expired.
2) Chair monthly meetings excepting the picnic and the Christmas party.
3) Write a monthly column for Sigma, subject of the President’s choosing.  Past presidents have used this as an occasion to publicize
the upcoming monthly guest speaker.
4) Remind the Board of Directors to hold an annual meeting and chair that meeting.
Duties which can be delegated:
1) Ensure that the luggage carrying the raffle prizes is at all monthly meetings, excepting the picnic and the Christmas party, and
unpack, display, and repack the prizes.
2) Designate someone to reserve a park for the annual picnic.
3) Find and encourage presidential candidate(s) near the end of his or her term of office.
The VICE-PRESIDENT shall:
1) Take on the duties of the President in the event of the President’s incapacitation.
2) Ensure that the Parsec table is fully staffed at each Confluence.
Duties which can be delegated:
1) Provide ice for major parties (such as picnic, Christmas and even Halloween), thereby acting as a
kind of Ice-President.
The TREASURER shall:
1) Collect and deposit membership dues, raffle income, and other income.
2) Pay Parsec bills from the Parsec account.
3) Keep Parsec financial records in good order and liaison with the bank.
Duties which can be delegated:
1) Give a financial report at each meeting excepting the picnic and the Christmas party.
The SECRETARY shall:
1) Take minutes of monthly Parsec meetings excepting the picnic and the Christmas party and submit them to the following month’s
Sigma.
2) Ensure the currency and completeness of the Operating Instructions for Officers, and submit them so as to appear in each September
Sigma.
Duties which can be delegated:
1) Write an impressionistic account of Confluence, the picnic and the Christmas party and submit these to the following month’s
Sigma.
The COMMENTATOR shall:
1) Respond to information queries and process other correspondence.
2) Comment on Parsec affairs in Sigma as the spirit moves him or her. 
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for years I’ve heard an occasional grumble of “Who is this
ephemeral ‘Bill Hall’ philistine who does nothing but re-
view movies?”  I packed up my Samsonite, plus a yellow
Carnegie Library bag for some spillover and my Voice-
Booster, and rolled on out.
Francis Graham got me home.

2015 Parsec Picnic: A Glimpse
by Bill Hall

“Why isn’t it ever in Schenley Park?” my ride won-
dered, as for the second time that I can recall we dutifully
turned off on a street called Dormont, only to reach some-
thing perpendicular called Lavonia or something like that.
Between a late start and my having to go to an emergency
evening shift at work, I was only there two hours, but it
looked like a good start.  A first wave of aggressive flies
and bees actually seemed to make a respectful retreat.  I’d
say there were about seventeen of us, particularly once
President Joe turned up.  There was a crock pot of some-
thing akin to Swedish meatballs, appearing alongside dev-
iled eggs, some kind of pasta salad, chips, cake, brownies,
and crackers with cheese.  We were ready with ice, drinks,
and buns – though the alleged “hot dog buns” were not
pre-split, more like general purpose buns in need of saw-
ing.

Forty games were available, though Greg and Randy
chose to start with Finca, which evidently is not about the
microfinance charity of that name, but rather windmills
and fruit.  Kevin Hayes was very handy, first directing us
to the pavilion, then grilling the burgers and dogs.

A few days earlier on Parsec Talk, I started a “picnic
needs” thread to which no one replied.  Then Greg started
a similar thread and someone suggested that we might
need condiments.  I took that as a cue to buy Heinz
ketchup, Vlasic sweet relish, and Plochman’s yellow mus-
tard – and that is why (alongside a Ziploc bag of sliced
onion) those condiments were available for the burgers
and dogs.  You may therefore call me – CondiMan.

It was an excellent summer day.

Minutes continued from Page 5

PARSEC
P. O. Box 3681

Pittsburgh, PA  15230 - 3681
www.parsec-sff.org

Dues:  Full Membership $15
Associate Membership $3 (with full mem-

ber in the same household)

Brief Bios
Julian May

by Eric Leif Davin
J. (Julian) C. May (1931-   ): May was married to SF

anthologist T. E. Dikty from 1953 until his death in 1991.
After her impressive debut story, "Dune Roller," in John
W. Campbell's Astounding Science Fiction, December,
1951, and one other in the 1950s, there was a long genre
silence from her.  Instead, she concentrated on writing over
290 science fact books, many of them juveniles under the
name of Ian Thorne.  
However, her fan interests continued during this time

and in 1952 she chaired ChiCon II, the World Science Fic-
tion Convention in Chicago, becoming the first woman to
chair a Worldcon.  In 1957, with Dikty, she established the
influential small specialty press, Publication Associates.
Also, under the pseudonym of Lee N. Falconer, in 1977
she authored A Gazetteer of the Hyborian World of Conan.  
In the 1980s she returned to the field as a fiction writer,

launching a successful new career with her well-received
science fantasy Pliocene Exile series.  These including The
Many-Colored Land (1981), The Golden Torc (1982), The
Nonborn King (1983), and The Adversary (1984).  She
launched a second connected series, the Galactic Milieu,
with Intervention (1987), Jack the Bodiless (1992), Dia-
mond Mask (1994), and Magnificat (1996).
Meanwhile, she collaborated with Marion Zimmer

Bradley and Andre Norton on a fantasy sequence which
began with Black Trillium (1990) by all three authors.
May then wrote Blood Trillium (1992) alone, followed by
Norton, who wrote Golden Trillium (1993) alone.  Bradley
followed with Lady of the Trillium (1995) alone.  Then
May finished the sequence with Sky Trillium (1997).  She
continues to publish.

News
Mary Soon Lee has had fantasy poems published in
the August issues of Apex and Heroic Fantasy Quar-

terly.  They may be read at 
http://www.apex-magazine.com/training-en-

durance/
and at

http://www.heroicfantasyquarterly.com/?p=1847
•

Henry Tjernlund's SF screenplay “Small Blue” was a
quarter-finalist in this years Scriptapalooza writing
contest. And, his horror script “Sickle Moon” is a

quarter-finalist in the Screencraft–Horror screenplay
contest.
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space – well, mostly on Mars. Sparks Nevada has a
faithful(?) Martian companion, Croach the Tracker,
who, like Spock and Data, slowly learns to experience
human emotions like sarcasm and irony. Together
they face aliens, robots, outlaws, and, in the lines of
one of the greatest theme songs ever, “right the outlaw
wrongs on Mars,” all while contending for the affec-
tions of The Red Plains Rider and squabbling over
who owes onus to whom.
None of the above gives you the true flavor of

TAH, the wildly inventive stories brought to life by a
core cast of excellent actors, assisted by a whole host
of guest stars, (Browncoats note: Nathan Fillion has
a recurring role in the Sparks Nevada universe as Cac-
toid Jim. A cowboy. In space.) the ridiculous charac-
ters (vampires, for example, give themselves wildly
baroque names like Carlyle Ravencastle, Dark Hus-
band to the Midnight), the off-the-wall stories (a mu-
sical episode of Sparks Nevada – an episode of
Moonshine Holler completely done in Shakespearean
iambic pentameter), the hilarious goofs, mistakes, and
resultant improv bits during the live show.  The show
is simply great genre comedy done by people who ob-
viously love what they are doing.
Unfortunately, the live show taped its final episode

back in April, and posted its last podcast in August,
so there are no new episodes coming out. You’ll have
to make do with the over 220 podcasts already avail-
able (most about 20 minutes long.) Start with the ear-
liest episodes, however. Although most of the shows
are written as stand alone pieces, “Sparks Nevada” is
an ongoing soap opera, so you should start with the
beginning. Over the years “Beyond Belief” developed
such a dense back-story that it is best to listen to it in
order as well, otherwise, you miss out on a lot of the
jokes and references to things that occurred in earlier
episodes.  And when you finish all the podcasts, there
is a graphic novel, two comic book series (so far), the
live concert DVD, and continuing appearances at
major comic cons around the county.  Get started at
thrillingadventurehour.com or look for it on iTunes.

The Thrilling Adventure Hour
Podcast

reviewed by Alan Irvine

“A new-fashioned pod-cast in the style of old-fash-
ioned radio.”
For the last couple of years, many a rush hour drive

has been made bearable by the latest podcast from
The Thrilling Adventure Hour. Whether it’s chasing
robots and aliens across the plains of Mars with
Sparks Nevada, investigating ghosts, werewolves, or
vampires with Frank and Sadie Doyle, or fighting
super-villains with Philip Fathom, Deep Sea Detec-
tive I know I am assured of wild comedy and thrilling
adventures no matter how bad the traffic.  In fact,
slow traffic just might mean squeezing in yet another
story.
The Thrilling Adventure Hour, written and pro-

duced by Ben Acker and Ben Blacker, starts off as
live theater, with a cast of talented actors performing,
scripts in hand, before a live audience, just like in the
golden age of radio. Each segment is recorded and
then made available on iTunes.
Each week features a new episode of any one of

half a dozen different rotating features.  “Captain
Laserbeam” has to be the goofiest superhero series
ever, with its beatnik theme song, dumb villains, and
the ongoing teen angst amongst Captain Laserbeam’s
sidekicks, the Adventureketeers. Lately, however,
“Captain Laserbeam” has been eclipsed by its spin-
off “Philip Fathom, Deep Sea Detective” featuring a
dead-on send-up of Christian Bale’s Batman. Time
travel shows up with “Colonel Tick-Tock” ranging
through time, fixing problems with the time stream,
while “Amelia Earhart, Fearless Flier” goes back in
time to stop Nazis from rewriting time to the Third
Reich’s advantage. The classic road story shows up
in “Moonshine Holler,” where Banjo Bindlestuff trav-
els the country in search of the Hobo Princess.
The most popular features, however, are the two

that anchor the show each month: “Beyond Belief”
and “Sparks Nevada: Marshall on Mars.”  In “Beyond
Belief,” Frank and Sadie Doyle take on ghosts,
ghouls, vampires, werewolves, evil clowns and all
manner of supernatural menaces that threaten to dis-
rupt their love of good liquor. (Basically, Nick and
Nora Charles of the Thin Man movies crossed with
horror movies.) “Sparks Nevada,” is a western in

PARSEC is Pittsburgh’s premiere organization of
science fiction, fantasy and horror.  We sponsor an
annual conference, workshops for young writers,
lectures, and other events that promote a love of
the written word and a passion for speculative fic-
tion.  Our members include writers, teachers and
fans.  PARSEC is a 501c3 non-profit corporation.
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Parsec
Board of Directors:

Joe Coluccio - President (Programming Committee
Representative)
Barbara Carlson - Vice President (Publishing Com-
mittee Representative)
Lara Van Winkle - Secretary/Treasurer (Conference
Committee Representative)
Thomas Seay - (Workshop Committee Representa-
tive)
Chris Rickert - Member at Large
Bonnie Bogovich - Member at Large
David Brody - Member at Large

Officers:
Joe Coluccio - President
Kevin Hayes - Vice President
William Blake Hall - Secretary
Heidi Pilewski - Treasurer
Francis Graham - Commentator

Sigma is edited by David Brody
Submissions to Sigma can be sent to

sigma@parsec-sff.org

Alpha 2015
The Alpha class of 2015 arrived on a dry, sunny Thursday

and bonded through a cutthroat game of Mafia: the perfect way
to build trust and encourage cooperation. The next day, they
dove into lectures with Nebula Award-winner Alaya Dawn

Johnson and started
brainstorming ideas for
their short stories.
Several batches of

cookies and boxes of
Pop Tarts later, the stu-
dents shared their first
lines and story concepts
including evil scientists,
hair-cutting cults, baby
thieves, and telekinetic
assassins. Alaya left,
and Tamora Pierce ar-
rived, with advice about
world building, charac-
ter creation, and diver-
sity.
The students buck-

led down mid-week to
finish their stories, then

welcomed Delia Sherman and Ellen Kushner for a final lecture
series before a story submission party. With all the students back
home now, the staff is planning for next year's workshop and ea-
gerly awaiting news of our recent graduates' accomplishments.

Monthly Meetings
(Thanks Joe, for the snappy color meeting announcements.)


